
SCARED FREEDOM 
LOCKDOWN INDIA V/S UNLOCK INDIA 

The present scenario in whole world is revolving around CORONA VIRUS or 

commonly knowns as COVID-19 It has been hard year to begin with, we lost 

many pure souls and all around the world there is an afraid generation.  Afraid 

about their lives, future, career and what not. While all this is happening 

India’s situation is in dilemma People or the government cannot figure out 

whether to continue lockdown or unlock India. 

The coronavirus cases were soaring high and with each passing days , records 

kept increasing the administrators had to put restriction on the social activities 

i.e. ‘LOCKDOWN’ .Lockdown in India started on 23rd  march 2020  nearly all 

activities and factories were suspended . There were many activities conducted 

nationwide to aware people to stay positive and optimistic in this stressful 

situation. While on the other hand ‘UNLOCK’ was also surfing in the discussion, 

administrator were concerned that in this lockdown the numbers did come 

under control and the situation was pretty much relaxed , yet they couldn’t 

really trust our generation that if they would keep practicing social distancing 

and would they keep their safety first . 

   

Till date there has been about 4 phases of lockdown and 2 phases of unlock all 

over the country , while all the safety measures are being taken place the 

situation of covid – 19 is still intaxct and dangerous . India in lockdown or 

unlocked , the people , citizens have to ensure and prioritize their safety and 

understand the importance of prevention .The youth now has to take a stand 

for positivity . It doesn’t matter if a country is in lockdown or unlocked, what 

matters is the participation and unity of citizens to fulfill their duties to nation, 

government, their own family and ancestors .  


